
Nurture
A PERIODICAL VIEW INTO THE SCHOOGLINK EFFORT



The rural India of today holds a latent potential to be built into a state-of-the-art
education ecosystem where knowledgeable children will be guided by an evolved
pedagogy and supported through homegrown forays that open up opportunities.

The seeds of this tree of knowledge and education that future rural India will witness
have been sown through efforts of many revolutionaries and unknown heroes. What it
needs to germinate, to grow that first leaf and to manifest itself into the humble forest of
educated India, is nurturing.

A persistent nurturing effort that tends to the grassroots with the right resources,
protects the tender new leaves of learning motivations, grows newer branches of
opportunities and restores the patience to adapt and overcome difficult weathers of the
environment.

We dream of a truly educated and prosperous rural India.



India has more than 15 lakh schools, 94 lakh school teachers and 265 million students. 
 

A large share of education technology startups & corporates have focused on improving the urban 
education sector, but improving the quality of learning outcomes for rural India remains the toughest 

challenge because of the seemingly impossible ecosystem change required to do so - rural utilities, dearth 
of quality teachers, socio-economic limitations, poor school infrastructure, poor connectivity and the list is 

endless.
 

This massive scale is compounded by the fact that 85% of the schools in the country are in rural India.
 

Despite the innumerable, distributed attempts underway through various non-profit organizations & CSR 
initiatives, the learning outcomes of children in small town & rural areas continue to remain poor and the 

worst affected regions continue to be ignored owing to the sheer scale & size of the hurdle.

At Schooglink our mission is to provide quality & affordable education to
learners across the length & breadth of Bharat, 

using scalable technologies & a modern pedagogy approach.
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The Gaya Smart Class project covering twenty schools saw the smart
classes running smoothly whenever the schools were allowed to be
operational, taking care of all the pandemic precautions. Our ground
team worked hard to ensure all the 40 classrooms functioned without
any hiccups. The laurels came with one of the students scoring a 10th    
rank in the State in Class X board exams in 2020-21 and another girl scoring an 11th rank in 2021-22.
Another significant achievement was the students’ attendance in one of the schools going up from a
dismal 15-20% to a whopping 60-65% as a result of the smart class project and students’ attraction
towards the same. 

The Silli Smart Class project which had been in pipeline for almost two years finally got rolled out with
the first smart school being set up and inaugurated by the Honourable MLA for Silli Constituency
(Jharkhand), Mr. Sudesh Mahto. Work is in progress at a rapid pace for the remaining schools as we
speak.

Our engagement with IIT Kanpur took concrete shape with the premier institute zeroing in on Ram
Janaki School (Bithoor) as the pilot for joint partnership with Schooglink in their effort towards
supporting rural education. We keenly look forward to this roll out in coming months. 

During the year, we achieved several highs, getting selected for some of the most prestigious and
sought-after accelerator and mentorship programs – EduRISE Accelerator Program initiated by DLabs
in collaboration with Indian School of Business (ISB) aiming to support the EdTech Startup ecosystem
catering to the education needs in India, NGIS (Next Generation Incubation Scheme) Chunauti cohort
1.0 by STPI, a comprehensive incubation scheme with a vision to drive the rise of India as a Software
Product Nation so as to make India a global player in development, production and supply of Innovative,
Efficient and Secure Software Products thus facilitating the growth across the entire spectrum of ICT
sector as envisioned in the National Policy on Software Products (NPSP) – 2019, and finally to the IIT
STARTUPS program (a non-profit organization dedicated to educating and mentoring start-ups), where
we are being chiselled and forged by some of the world’s best mentors and coaches towards our
success.   

From the Founder's desk

I am very happy to roll out our second edition of the Schooglink
Handbook. We bring to you the high points of our growth over the last
academic year and our noteworthy achievements. Needless to say,
2021 – 22 has been another challenging year back-to-back after 2020
– 21. The second wave of pandemic was brutal and a nightmare for
almost everyone. However, with God’s grace, we saw many high
points for us through the year and the scholastic achievements of our
students in spite of a very disturbed academic calendar ensured we
sailed through the tough times with a smile. 

Himanshu Agrawal
Founder & Chief Executive Officer



From the Founder's desk

While our Grassroots Centres had to be locked down intermittently due to the pandemic, we deftly
manoeuvred between online and hybrid classes using light weight broadcasts to ensure continuity for
our students. The loss in time has been more than made up for by the efforts of our teachers and with
our students scoring top marks. While the State of Madhya Pradesh saw only a dismal 59.54%
students pass the class X board exams, in stark comparison, we had 71% of our SGC students score
1st Division. The icing on the cake was 100% of our class XIIth students in the State achieving 1st
Division. We are eagerly awaiting the results from the States of Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand. 

The Pathyacharya App launched on February 16th, 2021, which was a runaway success witnessing
100,000 downloads within 15 days much to our amazement and excitement, has crossed 750,000
downloads till date. This opened up another avenue for our growth as we shifted to a freemium model.
More so with the high volumes of incoming messages from students asking us for more and more
subjects, live classes and also from other States asking for vernacular content in their native languages.
The high app rating on Google Play store keeps us on our toes ensuring we deliver the best content out
there. 

This was the first year for us operating 25 Grassroots Centres across four States, and we saw a
beautiful confluence of our technology, our content experts, our ground team, our management
leadership and our SGTs (Schooglink Grassroots Teachers) working together flawlessly to deliver the
best learning experience for our students. 

This was also the year when we identified and nurtured our next level of leadership at Schooglink,
setting the stage for our exponential growth in 2022.

The handbook will take you through our 2021 journey, the second year of the pandemic, where we not
only survived but also continued to grow, making us more confident, more bullish and more ambitious
for 2022. Grab a cup of your favourite tea or coffee and catch a glimpse of that year that was at
Schooglink.

Thank you
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The ever-growing  
Schooglink Grassroots 

forest is now 25 centres 
strong.

Grassroots Centres at a Glance

Everyday, since 2018, our Schooglink Grassroots Smart classrooms are witnesses to a steady
wave of transformation in learning outcomes for school children in the remotest parts of India.



Barh, situated on the southern banks of Ganga river, has its historical
foothold in consistently being a trading satellite town since the Pre-Mughal
era, as early as 1495. Barh is said to have derived its name from the
frequent flooding or बाढ़ it has always suffered from & the persian word
bargah, which refers to the town being the 12th stopover for ships sailing to
Calcutta carrying pulses & lentils. Today Barh continues to be a trading
district, home to a total of 45 villages and has 28 schools with most of them
teaching the state board curriculum.

Building
Grassroots 
Bihar

Grassroots Barh
बाढ़

Barh

Sudhir Kumar
Sudhir's teaching journey has come a long way since he was studying in
the 10th grade. A personal loss at home motivated a 15 year old Sudhir to
start supporting his family doing what he does best-  educating. In 2009
Sudhir started teaching 4th & 5th grade students along side consistently
pursuing his own school studies, graduating with an engineering degree
where he taught his junior batchmates. For the last 3 years Sudhir has
been at the heart of all learning at our Grassroots Barh centre and his
student successes are a fuel to our scaling up efforts far & wide.



Growing beyond the K-12 into vocational up-skilling has come as a natural progression for us at Barh. To keep our
students afoot with the advancing technologies, the Grassroots Computer Centre is being built into a Gateway to
the world of Computer Science. From the basic understanding of computers to advanced programming languages
and practical applications, our Grassroots Computer Centre prepares our learners for the job market, as we know
'भ�व�य क� भाषाय� अनेक, Python, HTML, Java जैसी �वशेष!'

Computer Centre Barh

Abhishek
Abhishek had a keen interest in computers since childhood. Born in Barh,
Bihar, he moved to Haryana for his higher education. After completing his
diploma in engineering, he came back to his hometown, with a dream to
have an opportunity to work with Computers and the world of technology.
With his inquisitive interest in computers and technology, Abhishek is
effortlessly building the Schooglink Grassroots Computer Centre into a
one stop solution for upskilling our youth and students of Barh.

Prince Kumar
Prince was born and brought up in Barh and was interested in teaching
from a very early age. Completing his Bachelor's degree in Mechanical
engineering, he joined Adani Power Plant as an Engineer. Working for a
few years as an engineer, Prince wanted to return to his hometown and
follow his passion of teaching to guide the students of Barh to walk on
the path of success. With his energy and knowledge, Prince is doing a
tremendous job to make Schooglink Grassroots, Barh a hub of quality
education, creating success stories of his students.



Known as Odantapuri in the early times of India, Biharsharif has a heritage
of various Buddhist Monasteries, or Viharas as they're called, alongside a
number of resting places of early Sufi saints called Sharif. Biharsharif is
soon to become a smart city and is the headquarters of Nalanda district.
Biharsharif is an academically progressing block with over 33 schools in
the cluster of the town with a comparatively large number of privately run
English medium schools.

Mokama is the connecting town between north & south Bihar and is known
for it's rich produce of lentils. Even in the ancient times Mokama acted as
the bridging town between three different kingdoms. Mokama's schools
are largely government run and affiliated with State Board with a couple of
CBSE schools teaching in hindi vernacular medium.

Grassroots Mokama
मोकामा

Mokama

�बहारशरीफ
Biharsharif

Grassroots Biharsharif

Sandeep Kumar
With a great track of educational qualifications Sandeep has more than 5
years of teaching experience until 2019 in his own education centre. He
completed his Math honors from Ranchi  University & has completed
D.El.Ed, NIOS & qualified CTET in December,2019. Sandeep now doubles
up as a teacher trainer for Schooglink's growing guild of young teachers
and has dedicated himself to teaching the students of Mokama, where he
lives.

Anup Kumar
With a masters degree in Mathematics, Anup comes with 5 years of
experience in teaching students across home tuitions in his home village
and all the way in Biharsharif. Teaching is Anup's personal pursuit as he
puts it 'education is for everyone' & he dreams of reaching out to as many
students in villages & imparting education to the poor. He is the strength
behind our Grassroots Biharsharif centre and continues to add value &
adapt to all our new forays into technology based teaching. 



A humble block of the Patna District with a history of rulers making their
mark onto the town that stands even today. Bakhtiyarpur is named after
Bakhtiyar Khilji and in those times grew into a hub of knowledge exchange
being in close vicinity to the ancient Nalanda university. There are about 11
schools in the Bakhtiyarpur main cluster and most schools are State board
affiliated teaching in Hindi vernacular medium.

Grassroots Bakhtiyarpur
ब��यारपुर

Bakhtiyarpur

Raushan Sharma
Raushan hails from Samastipur in Bihar and is a graduate in Mathematics
from LNMU Darbhanga. He is also an avid chess player and enjoys solving
mathematics problems as a hobby. Raushan's idea of success lies in
becoming the most famous mathematics teacher amongst students along
side delving into complete curriculums to be an evolved teacher. Our
Grassroots Bakhtiyarpur centre is witness to the self-motivated spirit that
Raushan brings into the learning environment for our students.

Supaul, a rural block that shares an international border with Nepal, is a
town of the vedic periods in India. Two of the oldest democracies
Angutaram and Apadnigam known during the Buddhist era were
comprised of what is today Supaul District. While the literacy rates in
Supaul are as low as 37%, many efforts are underway to build access to
good education in Supaul. Our Grassroots Supaul centre aims to build a
strong foundation of learning & education for the children of Supaul,

Grassroots Supaul
सुपौल 
Supaul

Rustam Raj
Rustam Raj wishes to share his passion for education with all students.
Having prepared for IIT entrances he has gained a thorough knowledge
across subjects and therefore finds it suitable to share his knowledge with
all our students at Grassroots Supaul.



Situated on the nothern banks of river Ganga, Begusarai defines the
cultural heritage of Mithilanchal. Famous for milk and dairy products, it also
referred to as the milk belt of Bihar. Begusarai got its name from the
persian word serai which means a traveller's lodge, which is an important
commercial centre on the North Eastern Railway. Blessed with highly fertile
soil of the Ganga plains, agriculture is the mainstay of the economy and it
homes the only oil refinery of Bihar. With a literacy rate of about 79% , the
densely populated Begusarai is be propelling the growth of our Grassroots
Begusarai.

Grassroots Begusarai
बेगुसराई

Begusarai

Aditya Ujjwal
Aditya comes from Khagaria, a small town in Bihar. After completing his
B.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering and M. Tech. in Manufacturing
Technology from NIT Agartala, he wanted to serve the society and thus
decided to become a teacher. With a teaching experience of more than
three years, Aditya dreams of building our Grassroots Begusarai centre
into a hub of futuristic education and smart learning. Besides being a
devoted teacher, he is an ardent hockey player.

Located on the banks of river Kosi, Pratapganj is a small town located in
the Supaul district of Bihar. Having a dense network of 14 villages, with a
student population of around 40k, Pratapganj has 9 notable schools in
CBSE and Bihar state board, which makes it an optimistic foray for a
Grassroots style smart classroom experience.

Grassroots Pratapganj
�तापगंज

Pratapganj

Jayant Kashyap
Jayant completed his engineering from Bangalore and joined a private
company as a software test engineer. He always missed teaching and
tried to make time to teach a few students along with his job. He finally
left his job after two years, and returned back to his hometown
Pratapganj, Bihar to pursue his interest and passion to be a teacher and
has been making consistent efforts to build our Grassroots Pratapganj
centre into a place of learning and growth of our students.



Chronicled since the Gupta period, the Shahdol block is placed in the lush
green Vindhyachal hills of Madhya Pradesh's Shahdol district of the same
name. With a student population of more than 50k, Shahdol is emerging as
a fast developing block and has more than 10 high profile schools along
side innumerable government run schools.

Building
Grassroots 
Madhya Pradesh

Grassroots Shahdol
शहडोल
Shahdol

Mohit Gupta
Mohit holds a bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering from UIT-
RGPV, Shahdol. Along side having 4 years of teaching experience and a
passion for newer methods of learning, Mohit has an inquisitive interest in
cryptocurrency and is an ardent fan of cricket. In Mohit we have found an
enigmatic teacher for our Grassroots Shahdol students, who also
understands the forward moving nature of contemporary Shahdol
education ecosystem.



Extensively covered in forests, the Umaria block is a nature's abode, home
to the Bandhavgarh National Park and has a rich deposit of coal & other
minerals in the region. Umaria's Manpur block has innumerable schools
from pre-primary to higher secondary grades with an emerging trend of
English medium schools gaining slow traction. The overall enrollment
numbers in school are more than 50k & the district has a large exodus of
students going to nearby cities to continue school education.

Grassroots Umaria
उम�रया
Umaria

Amit Gupta
For Amit, his teaching journey started as a gig to earn pocket money to
support himself. Little did he know he'd find it so rewarding to eventually
become a teacher full time. Amit holds a B.E. degree and has a strong
academic hold over various subjects which makes him an all-rounder in
foundational learning for Grassroots Umaria. Amit's hobbies are playing
badminton, music & cooking.

Acres of land occupied by forests in Rewa is known to be the land of white
tigers across the world. Rewa was historically known to be the birthplace
of Tansen & Birbal. At present Rewa is a hub of fast paced development
for the state with projects like Rewa Ultra Mega Solar, a 1500 acre solar
park & a thriving economy fast diversifying outside of agriculture. 

Grassroots Rewa
रीवा

Rewa

Shubham Kumar 
Son to an Anganwadi worker, Shubham finds his inspiration in his Mother
whose temperament, manner of speech & thought are the guiding light for
his teaching profession. Shubham is one of the many siblings, two of who
are also associated with Grassroots centres as teachers. Shubham enjoys
writing poetry in his free time and holds a M.Sc. degree in Mathemetics.
Shubham brings his unique and learned approach to Grassroots Rewa.



Situated 40km west of Rewa in an upland area on the Tons River, a
tributary of the Ganges (Ganga) River, Satna is also called Shat Nagar. The
city served as the headquarters of the British political agent in the historic
region of Baghelkhand. This obscure city came on its own during last few
decades and is today considered as one of the most industrialized cities of
Madhya Pradesh state. Its coveted title as cement capital of India is
symbolic of amazing potential it holds for future prosperity.

Grassroots Satna
सतना
Satna

Shivam Kumar Vishwakarma
Shivam comes from Chachai, a village in Rewa. He is 23 year old and has
completed his B.Sc. from Y.P.S. College, Sirmaur and PGDCA from
Vindhya Institute of Computer Science in Rewa. With a passion for
teaching that runs in the family and a keen interest in technology Shivam
is one of our young teachers in the guild and is the fuel to our efforts in
Grassroots Satna.

A capital to the Gond kingdom in ancient times, surrounded by the circling
banks of Narmada river and named after the sanskrit term mandal or a
circle, Mandla has a glorious history. The famous Kanha Tiger Reserve is
situated in the this district. Mandla has seen many efforts to improve
accessibility to quality education for the children of the Gond & Baiga tribes
that make up the majority in the region. Grassroots Mandla serves as an
evolved offering for the students of CBSE as well as state board students.

Grassroots Mandla
मंडला
Mandla

Chandra Kumar Kachhwaha
After getting an excellent marks in his Matriculation Examination, specially 
in Mathematics, Chandra developed an immense interest in Maths. He 
always enjoyed teaching his friends and juniors. After completing his 
B.Tech from Electronics and Communication and then M.Tech from 
Bhopal, he came back to his home town Mandla to begin his journey as a 
teacher. His purpose is to make the students as interested as he has been
in his academics and with Schooglink Grassroots Centre, Mandla, he is 
successfully moving towards his dream.



Situated on the banks of Narmada river, Jabalpur is the third-largest urban
agglomeration in Madhya Pradesh. Formerly known as Jubbulpore, it got its
name after a sage named Jabali, who meditated on the banks of the
Narmada river. Referenced in various historical occurrences, Jabalpur has
grown into the biggest education hub of Madhya Pradesh. With a
population of about 25lacs and a literacy rate of 82.47%, it has more than
100 CBSE and MP State Boards schools, where our Grassroots Jabalpur
Centre serves as an upgraded learning for the students.

Famous for graceful, intricately embellished marble chhatris erected by
Scindia rulers, Shivpuri was formerly known as Sipri, and served as the
summer capital of Gwalior princely state. The city is a tourist destination in
the monsoon season for its waterfalls like Bhura kho and Tunda Bharkha
kho. It has many Madhya Pradesh State board  and CBSE board education
schools with quality infrastructure and progressing focus on improved
learning outcomes.

Grassroots Jabalpur

Grassroots Shivpuri

Ankit Kumar Tiwari

Vishal Namdev

Holding masters degree in three subjects, Mathematics, English and
Journalism, Ankit is working in the field of education for the last 7 years.
Coming from a middle classed family in Katni, he moved to Jabalpur for
higher education and started his journey as a teacher in the city. Ankit
aims to provide good and quality education to every child he can reach
and is determined to establish new dimensions in the field of education in
our Grassroots Jabalpur.

With a passion of teaching, Vishal is one of our youngest teachers, who
has joined us right after finishing his Bachelor's in Sciences. Vishal had
developed a strong interest in Mathematics while he was in class tenth,
and used to help out his friends and peers. He chose to prepare for
government jobs to help in the financial struggles of the family and
cracked NDA and State Exams, but his heart wanted to be a teacher and
in now the diligent pillar of learning for our students at Grassroots
Shivpuri.

जबलपुर

�शवपुरी

Jabalpur

Shivpuri



Building 
Grassroots 
Uttar Pradesh

A densely populated district town in Uttar Pradesh known for a variety of
its ancient & historical stories around sages & freedom fighters, Gonda
remains a hub that draws large crowds from across the nearby village
towns one of which is Malari where our centre is located in the Pandri
Kripal block. The quintessentially rural Malari locality is accessible to as
many as 30 schools with an almost equal distribution between government
& private schools.

Grassroots Gonda
ग�डा

Gonda

Ram Kumar Shukla
Ram Kumar is a B.Sc. in Physics & Chemistry hailing from a middle class
family in Bhaimaich village, Gonda. An ambitious person at heart he aims
to become an IAS officer and has an all-rounded stronghold over various
subjects including economics. Ram Kumar has recently joined us at
Grassroots Gonda centre & enjoys imparting education, covering a wide
range of subjects to our students.



Farrukhabad's existence goes back to as old as the bronze age on earth,
the historic significance of Sankisa & Kampilya followed by the busiest
periods in the 18th century as a centre of commerce with its famed silver &
gold coin mints. In this continuing long journey of witnessing the rise & fall
of cultures & kingdoms over thousands of years today Farrukhabad is a
flourishing district town with a population of 18 lakhs & a dense presence
of more than 80 vernacular Hindi schools.

Grassroots Farrukhabad
फ़�� ख़ाबाद

Farrukhabad

Suraj Shukla
Suraj draws his inspiration from his elder brother who is also a teacher by
profession. He believes that the nature of teaching inspires a person to be
a constant learner and shoulder the crucial responsibility of giving
guidance to children who will shape the future of our society. Suraj has a
variety of hobbies like playing chess, badminton, writing ghazals and
poetry and reading books. Suraj holds a Diploma in Textiles Engineering
and is the teacher for our Grassroots Farrukhabad centre.

Famous globally for its 'Zari-Zardozi' works and bamboo crafts, Bareilly is
among the largest metropolises in Western Uttar Pradesh. Its ancient
name is Bans-Bareli, founded in 1537 by Jagat Singh Katehriya, became
the capital of a local pargana  under the Mughals. , Bareilly is one of the
100 Smart Cities being developed in India. Lying in the Indo-Gangetic
plains, Bareilly is the eighth most populous city in the state, with a literacy
rate of 63.23% flourishing with a dense presence of more than 100
government aided and privately run schools.

Grassroots Bareilly बरेली
Bareilly

Devesh Kumar Singh
Currently pursuing his M.Sc. , Devesh's inspiration to be a teacher is his
parents. He hails from Dataganj, Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh. Completing his
schooling and graduation with flying colours, Devesh is an enthusiast to
teach things in a very innovative and practical way. For his efforts, he has
been awarded with the Inspire Awards, by the Government of India. He is
an active contributor to the growth of Grassroots Bareilly.



Located in the Mau district of Uttar Pradesh, Ghosi is known for its Islamic
educational centres. Having a mixed community, surrounded by numerous
villages, Ghosi homes almost 30,000 learners, with 20 State board
government schools and a few CBSE affiliated privately run schools.
Witnessing a continuous growth of sincerity of students, Grassroots Ghosi
serves as an evolved offering for the students.

Located in the Fatehpur block of Uttar Pradesh, Amauli is the core of Uttar
Pradesh power supply with its coal-fired power plant. With a population of
about 15000, the town has around 50 government and private schools and
colleges in the radius of 5 kilometers with curriculums mostly taught in
Vernacular Hindi. Connected with all the major cities of the state by
roadways, our Grassroots Amauli is a latest addition to our list of impact-
focused rural expansions.

Grassroots Ghosi 

Grassroots Amauli

घोसी

अमौली

Ghosi 

Amauli

Ravi Yadav

Yogendra Kumar

With a keen interest in reading and meeting children and students,
educating them about various topics, Ravi loves to spread knowledge with
new and innovative methods and thus chose to become a teacher after
completing his Bachelor's in Mechanical Engineering. He comes from
Ghosi, a small town in Uttar Pradesh. With an excellent academic record,
he has proudly taken the onus to educate students at Grassroots Ghosi's
smart learning centre.

Coming from a middle class family in Amauli village, Fatehpur, Yogendra
aspired to be an IITian, but fighting the struggles at home, he went ahead
with B.Sc. and then completed his diploma in Civil Engineering. To
support his family, Yogendra started teaching and developed a strong
interest in teaching with an aim to bring the best quality education in his
area. With an experience of more than 5 years, Yogendra shoulders the
learning responsibilities at our Grassroots Amauli.



Building 
Grassroots 
Jharkhand

An area full of mountains, plateaus and valleys, Hazaribagh is a city named
aptly as a home of a thousand gardens by early Persian travellers. Today
the district is a part of the red corridor and qualifies as one of the 250 most
backward districts in India. Despite this Hazaribagh has seen an influx of a
great number of students from nearby villages and is slowly emerging as
an education hub in the region. Through our Grassroots Hazaribagh centre
we hope to reach out to as many students and be part of this academic
growth in the city.

Grassroots Hazaribagh

Naushad Alam
Naushad hails from Hazaribagh in Jharkhand, is one of our youngest in the
guild of Schooglink Grassroots Teacher. He has qualified NDA twice. He is
currently in his final year of B. Sc., and has been very passionate about
teaching. Naushad is a dedicated teacher and is the diligent pillar of
learning for our students at Grassroots Hazaribagh

हज़ारीबाग
Hazaribagh



Dhanbad is a mining town with umpteen stories & a melting pot of various
cultures. A large share of the city's population goes unnoticed owing to the
heavy influx of migrant educated families settled for generations. The state
of education for this population of labourers families & alike is no different
than a small district block. Given the huge number of students who drop off
from schools, Dhanbad administration has to do enrollment drives every
year with reward systems like bicycles to regularize the issue. Our
Grassroots Dhanbad centre is a strategic step to reach out & enable a
continuing education to these students.

Grassroots Dhanbad

Prince Kumar
Prince is our vibrant & self driven teacher at Grassroots Dhanbad. He is a
student of MSc. Mathematics honours from St. Columbus College
Hazaribagh. Prince's father is self-employed & his mother is a homemaker.
Being one of our young teachers Prince has emerged as a fast learner-
educator for us & for our Dhanbad students alike.

धनबाद
Dhanbad

Birni is a community development block of the Giridih district, affected by
maoist activities. Rich in coal and mica, some regions of Birni have alluvial
soil. It has 13 middle and high schools, in CBSE and Jharkhand State
boards with an overall student enrollment above 45,000, slowly gaining
traction of students and learners, with a strong foundation of our
Grassroots.

Grassroots Birni
स�रया 
Birni

Deepak Kumar
With his teaching journey starting off at young age to support his family,
Deepak is one of the youngest in the guild of Grassroots teachers. He
belongs to a middle class family in Simariya village, Jharkhand. Deepak
believes that teachers have a unique opportunity to make a difference in
the lives of students. He wants to interact with learners everyday and
help them discover new opportunities and ideas. With his strong
determination, Deepak dreams to build a transformational efforts in the
lives of all students at Grassroots Birni.
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Grassroots Students X Results - 2022

Grassroots Students X Results - 2021

Grassroots Students XII Results - 2022

Grassroots Students X Results - 2022

Grassroots Students X Results - 2019

Bihar State Board X Results  - 2022

Bihar State Board X Results  - 2021

Bihar State Board XII Results - 2022

M.P. State Board X Results - 2022

Bihar State Board X Results  - 2020

Bihar State Board X Results - 2019 

Grassroots Students XII Results - 2022M.P. State Board XII Results - 2022



Schooglink Grassroots Shining Stars

Nilofer Fatma Ankit RajSonu Kumar

Schooglink Grassroots Bihar Achievers - 2022

Anuj Sen 
92.8%

Harshit Kumar
91%

Chintamani Singrauli
93.4%

Schooglink Grassroots M.P. Achievers - 2022

2021

Maths: 99%
Science: 96%
Aggregate = 95.4 %

SHIVAM KUMAR

BIHAR STATE RANK 08

ANJALI KUMARI

93% in Maths

2019

DEEPA RANI

2020

92% in Science &
 Social Science

In the News 

Shivam Kumar, Bihar Rank 8, with his parents (left) & Grassroots 
Barh Teacher Sudhir Kumar (right).

Top scorers of Grassroots Barh L-R: Aditya, Anand, Shivam, Pratik, 
Himanshu, Shreya, Komal, Vandana, Komal K.

Top scorers of Grassroots Mokama L-R: Mannu, Swati, Prem, Shreya, Nibha, Nikita



Schooglink Grassroots - New Initiatives

In March 2021, we introduced Vocational Courses into the Grassroots
portfolio of learning. Through a live class streaming system & an interactive
board, we have experimented with two courses: English Learning Course &
Computer Science Course to interested students across our centres. Going
forward we expect this arm of Grassroots to build into a stream of modern
learning disciplines.

With the pandemic affecting normal functioning of various Grassroots
centres, we sped up our pipeline project to run Live Classes for our students
to provide uninterrupted learning throughout the lockdown phases. Our
Grassroots teachers have been phenomenally adaptive to transition into the
live class mode & have been conducting regular classes from our Patna
studio for all students tuning in through our Pathyacharya app.

Live 
Classes

Vocational
Courses



Schooglink Grassroots - New Initiatives

Concept Hai Saral - Outdoor Campaign

In order to start building equity around the Grassroots brand and to drive up awareness & recall amongst
resident students of our Grassroots catchments, a marketing campaign has been deployed across effective

billboard locations & stationery shops at all our centres.



 
Launched on the 16th of February, 2021, the Pathyacharya App is a live classes & on- 

demand learning app with the curriculums of more than 8 state education boards of India. 
Along with a specialized learning module for Ist to Vth grade children, it also delivers the 

complete grade coursework from VIIth to XIIth class. Students can browse through 
practical-based lesson videos for various subjects, get easy lesson notes, take weekly tests 

& clear their doubts through an in-app interface.

SchooglinkSchooglink  
PathyacharyaPathyacharya

  AppApp

अब हर घर म� �कूल



Pathyacharya App - App Overview

With much fervour, we launched the Pathyacharya app in our Patna Office on the auspicious day
of Saraswati Pooja on the 16th of  February, 2021. 

The Pathyacharya app experience at a glance 

 New

Beginnings!
Growing steadily with the recent introduction of 

storytelling based lessons for children studying in the 
Ist - Vth Grade, conceptualized as Pathyacharya Neev.

A view into the Pathyacharya Neev Stories for Ist to Vth Grade children.



Pathyacharya App - Impact Overview

अलीशा परवीन 
म�ने अपनी �लास X क� तैयारी पा�चया� ऐप से क� है, और म� अपने माता-�पता और �श�क� को अपना ध�यवाद बोलना चाहती �ँ। 
मुझे �कू��ल�क पा�चया� ऐप के �ारा अपने सारे �वषय� को समझने के �लए ब�त सारे साम�ी �मले ह�।  
इससे मेरी साड़ी अवधारणा �� हो गई।  करोना काल के समय म� म�ने अपनी तैयारी इस पा�चया� ऐप के �ारा जारी राखी और इसके
लाइव �लास के �ारा म� अपने सारे डॉट्स �लीयर कर ली। म� आगे भी �कू��ल�क पा�चया� ऐप के �ारा अपनी पढाई जारी रखूंगी। 



Since our first ever foray into embedding a smart classroom system in Kanya Anuppur 
School in 2019, we have a come a long way in building Schooglink Smart Schools to 

deepen our reach into rural India. The smart class model has been deployed in close to 100
schools across four States so far.

SchooglinkSchooglink  
SmartSmart    SchoolsSchools

AnuppurAnuppur



AFREEN KHATUNRank 1 97.75 %

KUMARI PRIYA VERMARank 2 96.00 %

AMIT KUMAR PATELRank 3 95.25 %

Anuppur Smart Schools - Impact Overview

10.45% average
improvement

 in 50 Smart Schools

H.S.S. Boys Karpa, Pushprajgarh, Anuppur, one of the 50 SCHOOGLINK SMART
SCHOOLS, where the results (pass percentage) of students shot up from 19.19%
in 2018 – 19 to a whopping 89.36% in 2019 – 20 under the smart class
intervention.

Top 
Performing

District Rank 02,  2019 – 20 



A fulfilling experience of finishing at a close
winning position after clearing four rounds out
of the 958 entries from 702 districts, getting into
the top 12 shortlisted entries and then the final
4. 

The Awards under the Innovation category
where we competed have been broad based to
recognize excellence at Central Government,
State Government and district levels separately.

Anuppur Smart Schools - Awards

Prime Minister's Awards for 
Excellence in Public Administration,
2020
“Innovation – General” Category  

Instituted in 2003, SKOCH Award salutes people,
projects and institutions that go the extra mile to
make India a better nation. The SKOCH Award
covers the best of efforts in digital, financial and
social inclusion. It encompasses the best of
governance, inclusive growth, excellence in
technology and applications, change management,
corporate leadership, corporate governance, citizen
services delivery, capacity building, empowerment
and other such softer issues.

Representation honoured by
 Mr. Chandra Mohan Thakur, District
Collector, Annupur, 
Madhya Pradesh
“State District” Category - Annupur District
"Technology" Sub-Category 

Finished in the Final 4

Winner- SKOCH Silver Awards for Technology, July, 2021



In May 2020, 20 smart schools were set up in Gaya with 2 classrooms in each school
making it a total of 40 smart classrooms. These smart classrooms cover all the grades
from Class IX to Class XII. The entire setup was initiated and completed, despite
various limitations, during the first lockdown by our dedicated on-the-ground team.

Schooglink Smart Schools Gaya

Inaugurated by the District Magistrate, Mr. Abhishek Singh (IAS)

Bodhgaya, the ancient town that has timelessly stood
for centuries as the land of holy teachings of Lord
Gautam Buddha, holds a very special place for us - it
is also the place of origin for Schooglink. Our first
steps to build a learned rural India were taken in the
schools of Gaya district in July 2017. Our values as a
company and as individuals continue to be inspired
by the city of divine enlightenment. We have
dedicated ourselves to making the Gaya Smart
School project a torchbearer for the State to follow.
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Before (15-20%) 

After (60-65%) 

Gaya Smart Schools - Impact Overview

Ankit Kumar
Student of class X

Scores 10th rank in the 
BSEB X 2021 Board Exams

Public High School,
Raniganj, Gaya

Students' attendance 
goes up from 15-20% to 60-65% !



Quoting Mr. Mahto, "�श�ा के �े� म� एक नई �ां�त क� न�व के साथ गँूज �काश महो�सव का समापन", we
have dedicated ourselves to make Silli Smart Class project a pathway to the world of
futuristic education.

Schooglink Smart Schools Silli

Inaugurated by the M.L.A. - Silli Constituency (Jharkhand),
Mr. Sudesh Mahto

Silli, a Community Development Block in the Ranchi
District of Jharkhand, has joined forces with Schooglink to
shoulder the responsibility to make affordable quality
education accessible to each and every student.
An initiative by Mr. Sudesh Mahto, Member of the
Jharkhand Legislative Assembly, who is very passionate
about providing quality education to the students of his
Constituency, launched our Smart Class solution on 21st
December, 2021 in 12 schools in the Silli Constituency,
during the Goonj Prakash Mahotsava, the annual festival
of Silli. These smart classrooms cover all the grades from
Kindergarten to Class XII.



NEP 2020 Compliant Blended Learning @ Schooglink



We at Schooglink would like to extend our sincere thanks to all those individuals who
have invested in our vision. This includes our Angel Investors, all our employees, our
students, and our enterprise customers. We think of each of you as part of our global
Schooglink family.

Over the past six years, we have been blessed to have met with individuals who have
believed in us, in our work and the huge potential of it all. We look forward to a future
of building wealth for each of us and enhancing the lives of school going children of
India through our sustained efforts.

Himanshu Agrawal
Founder & Chief Executive Officer

Extending our sincere gratitude

Shantanu Vibhore
Co-Founder & Chief Technology Officer
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